16committers/ 14+1 votes

RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting
Zhou, Yufei (NSB - CN/Shanghai) [yufei.zhou@nokia-sbell.com]

发送时间 2018/7/15 (周二) 10:10
收件人 Yi Gu Huang (Nokia)  yihuang@nokia.com, Kang Qiang (Nokia) kang.qiang@nokia.com, Zhang Fang (Nokia) zhang.fang@nokia.com, Liu Bin (Nokia) liu.bin@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com, Liu Bin (Nokia) liu.bin@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com

+1

回复: 答复: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting
wangguirong@boco.com.cn

发送时间 2018/7/16 (周三) 8:42
收件人: Zhou, Yufei (NSB - CN/Shanghai) [yufei.zhou@nokia-sbell.com], Yu Zemin (Boco) [yu.zemin@boco.com.cn], Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com

+1

RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting
Andrianov, Anatoly (Nokia - US/Naperville) [anatoly.andrianov@nokia.com]

发送时间 2018/7/13 (周六) 20:40
回复人: Fan Tang, Kazuo Li, Liangli Dong, Zhang Fang (Nokia) zhang.fang@nokia.com, Kang Qiang (Nokia) kang.qiang@nokia.com, Liu Bin (Nokia) liu.bin@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com

+1

回复: 答复: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting
韩亚楠 [hanyanan@raisecom.com]

发送时间 2018/7/13 (周六) 20:30
回复人: Zhou, Yufei (NSB - CN/Shanghai) Zhou, Yufei (NSB - CN/Shanghai) [yufei.zhou@nokia-sbell.com], Yu Zemin (Boco) [yu.zemin@boco.com.cn], Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com, Zhang Xiaoming (Nokia) zhang.xiaoming@nokia.com, Wang Xiaoliang (Nokia) wang.xiaoliang@nokia.com, Wang Yuan (Nokia) wang.yuan@nokia.com, Liu Sheng (Nokia) liu.sheng@nokia.com, Liu Ting (Nokia) liu.ting@nokia.com

+1

答复: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting
董辉 [donghui@raisecom.com]

发送时间 2018/7/13 (周六) 15:16

+1

*************************************************************************
姓名: 董辉
*
RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting

Yog.Vashishth@nrl.com

Sent: Monday, 13 July, 2018 1:58 AM
To: Yog.Vashishth@nrl.com; Victor.Gao@huawei.com; Tan.Yang@nokia.com; Xiaoying.Che@nokia.com; Lingli.Deng@chinaMobile.com

Subject: RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting

Hi,

You have received an email from me, Victor Gao, with a call to vote on the PTL Election for VF-C Project. I am attaching the voting link to this email for your convenience.

Best regards,

Victor Gao

---

From: Lingli Deng [mailto:linglideng@chinaMobile.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 10:58 AM
To: Kangaraj Manickam <kangaraj.rendezvous@zte.com.cn>; Yog.Vashishth@nrl.com
Cc: victor.gao@huawei.com; andrianov@nokia.com; lixun@raisecom.com; yang.yunlong@zte.com.cn; lixin7@huawei.com

Subject: RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting

Hi,

I have completed the voting for you. You can see the result below.

Best regards,

Lingli Deng

---

From: Gaowei Tao <-victor,gao@huawei.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Yog.Vashishth@nrl.com; Victor.Gao@huawei.com; Tan.Yang@nokia.com; Xiaoying.Che@nokia.com; Lingli.Deng@chinaMobile.com
Cc: lixun7@huawei.com

Subject: RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting

Hi,

I have completed the voting for you. You can see the result below.

Best regards,

Gaowei Tao

---

From: Yog.Vashishth [mailto:yog.vashishth@nrl.com]
Sent: Monday, July 9, 2018 10:28 AM
To: Victor.Gao@huawei.com; Tan.Yang@nokia.com; Xiaoying.Che@nokia.com; lixun7@huawei.com; lixun@raisecom.com; yang.yunlong@zte.com.cn; lixin7@huawei.com

Subject: RE: [VFC] PTL Election for VF-C Project - Voting

Hi,

I have completed the voting for you. You can see the result below.

Best regards,

Yog.Vashishth
This email and its attachments contain confidential information from HUAWEI, which is intended only for the person or entity whose address is listed above. Any use of the information or information contained therein in any form (including, but not limited to, full or partial disclosure, reproduction, or dissemination) by persons other than the intended recipient(s) is prohibited. If you receive the email in error, please notify the sender by phone or email immediately and delete it.

From: zhang.maopeng1@zte.com.cn [mailto:zhang.maopeng1@zte.com.cn]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 9:27 AM
To: yangpanyi@chinatelecom.com
Cc: hf@vmware.com; dongjingli@chinamobile.com; kanagaraj.manickam; fu.jinhuai@zte.com.cn; gao.wetliao (Vctor, MANO); anatoly.andrianov@nokia.com; nagesh.subramanya@nokia.com; wangguirong@bce.com.cn; yog.vashishth@ril.com; aditya.kar.jha@ril.com; donghu@raiecom.com; hanyanan@raiecom.com; yufei.zhou@nokia-zbell.com; ying.yunlong@zte.com.cn; luoxia (F)
Subject: [VFC] PTL Election for VFC Project - Voting

Hi VFC committees,

This email is for election of PTL for the VFC project. There is only one candidate - the current PTL, Yan Yang

Although only one candidate, we also need to vote according to the community process requirements.

So please provide your voting +1/-1/0 for Yan Yang to be the VFC PTL. Thank you.

Voting ends at 1:00 pm on July 16, 2018

Best Regards,

Yan